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INTRuDUCTION

ParliamenterY procedure might beat be taught in context specific formats. instead of

the sometimes abstract and mechanistic course structure often found today, for three

reasons.

Pirst parks entary procedure is practiced only within a particolar context. Meetingc

are n t called for the purpose of parliamentary procedure, rather parliamentary procedure

is used to help achieve the purpose of meetings. Therefore, parliamentary procedure is not

a stand-alone subject as it is practiced and might be better understood by students if not

taught as a stand alone subject

Second, communication and speech departmen s are under constant pressure to

provide training in a number of specialized sub-fields. Department resources may not make

the teaching of another sub-field possible. In adclition, students may not be interested in

learning a new, relatively isolated, "corner" of their discipline. A corner whIch seems not

to relate to or use the terms and concepts they have already learned.

Third, by approaching the teaching of parliamentary procedure in content specific

formats the needs of particular groups of students can be met. Lawyers and legally

oriented students might find parliamentary procedure most comprehensible when approached

through such familiar concepts as presumption and burden of proof. Church and community

oriented students might have their needs met by approaching parliamentary procedure

through such famil ar concepts as the general will, building unity, and fairness. Small group

oriented students might benefit by approaching parliamentary procedure as a set of rules

to help achieve open inquiry after truth. Organizational communication students might grasp

parliamentary procedure as a time tes ed way to mediate between the needs of the

individual and the organization. The list could go on.

This paper proposes a pedagogical strategy of linking of parliamentary procedure



argumentation for three reasons. First, parliamentarY Procedure and argumentation use

mutually reinforcing concepts such that either might be employed to illuminate the other.

Second, while parliamentary procedure has been included in a small group text on at least

one occasion,1 it has been more common for it to be included in argumentation texts.2

These texts have implied the linkage of parliamentary procedure and argumentation by

including parliamentary procedure as a unit. Third, the authors of this paper have recently

had a theoretical work on the relationship of argument to parliamentary procedure

published which can serve as a theoretical foundation for a discussion of pedagogy.
3

This paper will first discuss four examples of the mutually reinforcing concepts

common to parliamentary procedure and argumentation. The paper will then propose a

pedagogical strategy, and will close by discussing possible pedagogical tactics in the form

of some general thoughts for a course outline.

REINFORCING CONCEPTS

Parliamentary procedure is a particular set of conventions within the broader field of

argument. Many characteristics of argumentation are incorporated in, and enforced through,

parliamentary procedure. For the purpose of illustration, three of the major concepts in

argumentation -- propositions, stasis, and presumption and burden of proof will be

discussed (based on discussions else h re by the author as they are manifested in

parliamentary procedure.

Propositions: In Parliamentary procedure propositions take the form of motions,

specifically of main motions. Robert's Rules of Order (Newly Revised), states that:

a motion is a formal proposal by a member in a meeting that the asse bly

take ce tain action emphasis added). The proposed action may be of a

substantive nature, or it may consist in expressing a certain view, or directing

4
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that a particular investigation be conduc e, ti, ported_ to the

assembly for possible further action, or thr ik .4

All business is brought before a deliberative (p _ I org.anizatic in the form of a

motion. Main motions fit gumentation's definitinn 0 o Prr-ku-,,-Ltion of policy which

Ziegelmueller and Dause say is "a statement which 7 rt at a course of action should

be taken."5

In a properly run meeting, some proposition is /Awns before the body, or "on the

floor." (At no time should the floor be devoid of a proposition of some sort).6 When this is

the case, you adjourn. You have nothing to decide. Additionally, the only discussion that is

permitted is that which relates to the pending motion.7 The parliamentary termhiology is

that all debate must be germane to the pending question. This requirement, of being

germane, was first codified in the Journal of the House a Commons in the year 1610

8 .A.D. Finetlly, there can be only one such proposition on the floor at a time, a rule first

codified in the Journ 91581. The function of a motion or proposition is to focus

debate. To do this it should have one central idea to which debate and amendments must

be germane.

From a rhetorical point of view propo itions are understood as theses for which a

speaker seeks to gain assent. In logic a proposition is understood as a claim to be proven

or supported. While both of these concepts come into play in parliamentary debate and

discussion the procedurid outlook on argument is even better exemplified by pailiamentary

procedure which differentiates between debatable and non-debatable propositions to help

insure candidness through orderly procedure and to allow critical scrutiny each step along

the way to a decision.

This differentiation into debatable and non-debatable propositions promotes candid and

critical discussion because motions which introduce business are debatable so as to make

5



critical scrutiny possible whlie motions of high privilege (all incidental and most

prhileged) are undebatable because their high privilege indicates that they are urgent and

should be settled without delay." 10 Clearly, the time involved in critical scrutiny would

contradict the purpose of such urgent motions. Additionally, "secondary motIons are

debatable or not depending upon the extent to which they prevent the assembly from

considering the motion to which they are applied. For example, to postpone indefinitely

prevents the assembly from considering a que tion, therefore, it is subject to debate."11

Since these motions have the effect a inhibiting critic& scrutiny, they are themselves

open to critical scrutiny.

Stasis: The issues of concern to a deliberative body are contained in the propositions

(motions) considered by the body. All parliamentary propositions (motions) are put in

question form before the body, such that the advocates vote "yes" and the oppo 'lion

votes "no". The point of clash or contention is the point of stasis, the argument cannot

move forw d until it is resolved in some manner.

Here we shall make the distinction between pending questions and immedia ely

pending questions. In parliamentary law various kinds of motions are assigned rank, or

precedence, in relation to other motion . Ali business is conducted by main motions, and

secondary motions can be applied to them (subsidiary), to questions of procedure

(incidental ), or to questions of privilege (privileged).

The motions (82 total) have an order of precedence among themselves which

explained by Robert:

If two motions, "A" and "B" are related under rules of parliamentary procedure

in such a way that motion "B" can be made while motion "A" is pending,

and....can thus temporarily replace "A" as the immediately pending question,

motion "B" takes precedence over motion "A", and motion "A" yields to motion

6
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"B". A secondary motion thus takes precedence over the main motion, and a

main motion takes precedence over nothing and Delds to all applicable

secondary motions.12

BY means of precedence, several motions can be on the floor at one time, but only

one, the highest in precedence, is under discussion at a time. This is the point of stasis,

the point of clash which must be resolved before argument can move forward to the next

item in precedence. In the procedural sense this the procedural point to be decided, in

the process (rhetorical) or product (logical) sense it is the stasis of fact, definition, or

quality, which is at issue, to which the procedural stasis maY simply he being applied as a

maneuvei

The intent of parliamentary law is to define clearly, and pre ent for yes or no vote,

the point of stasis which is before the body. The point of stasis can be isolated and

brought to the fore, such that business can not move forward until it is resolved by the

very powerful strategic maneuver of slinply offering an amendment that affects the point

of stasis. This makes debate (or decision in the case of undebatable motions) on the point

of stasis the only activity that is in order.

In a deliberative society run by parliamentary procedure, the stasis is the debate on

the issue contained in the motion holding precedence. The point of stasis is very carefully

prescribed as the immediate pending question, that which is "in orde At any given time,

nly this point is in order.

It is fair to say that the whole function of parliamentary procedure is to provide a

set of rules to determine exactly the point of stasis in a deliberative society. Any

discussion that fails to address the stasis, or makes it unnecessarily difficult for others to

do so. (such as ndecorum) is prohibited.

Presumption and Burden of Proof: On the question of presumption and burden

7
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proof, Bishop Whately said:

Presumption in favor of any supposition means . . such preoccupation of the

ground as implies that it must stand good till some sufficient reason is

adduced against it; the Burden of Proof lies on the side of him who would
13dispute it.-

Ehninger and Brockr ede gu a step farther in identifying two kinds of presumption:

natural (which is a characte ) and artificial which is a convention).14 Artificial

presumption is the result of preoccupation by agreement, such as assigned by a set of

rules like parliamen ary procedure.

In lay terms, presumption is the principle that things will stay as they are unless

sufficient rea on to change is given. Parli _ entary main motions are propositions of policy,

that is, they advocate some new action; they are proposing a change, if only from

nonaction. Therefore, the presumption lies with the opponents, the "no" vote. This is

similar to presumption in law or formal academic debate. The burden of proof (onus

probandi) lies with tha side advocating change, the movers of the motion. The movers,

equivalent to the affirmative in formal debate, must "prove" the need to adopt the

proposed motion.

Burden of proof is further implied by the fact that the maker of the motion has the

right to be the first speaker 15 and Is usually recognized as having the right to make the

closing comments. However, according to Ehninger and Brockri de presumption does not

assume that the status quo is better, more desirable, likely to win, or any other such

iudgment. 16 Nor does it moan the preoccupation of the ground is legitimate or illegitimate.

Zarefsky provides three functions of presumption in policy argument:

1. Serves to determine which party must initiate a controversy, the one

without presumption (the movers).



iielineates the responsibilities and options of the advocate, such as where

the burden of proof lies.

3. Prolfides a means of making a decision if the two sides are evenly

balanced, with the presumption.17

parliamentary law a motion (prop° tion) is adopted only if it achieves a majority

of the votes cast, a tie vote defeats the proposition.18 Zarefsky's notion that presumption

against the specific proposition dovetails nicely mith this rule, as does the traditional

concept of presumption which holds that failure to gain a majority means the present

system is maintained. Even in the case of consensus decision (General Consent, RONR, p.

44), either the presumption has been overcome so completely that no opposition remains, or

"the opposition feeling that it is useless to oppose or discuss the matter, simply

acquiesces.48

Presumption is not always the same in parliamentary law, it changes In strength or

amount. For some motions, presumption lies at the point of fifty percent of those present

and voting, whereon, more vote will overcome presumption and carry the motion. This is

true for almost all main and secondary motions. Sometimes presumption lies at the point of

a two-thirds vote of those present and voting, such as in the Call of the Question.28 In

one case, the motion to expunge, the presumption againsu the motion is so strong that a

majority (fifty percent plus one) of the total membershi must vote in favor of the

resolution21 in order for it to be adopted. Even a one hundred percent vote of members

jority of theat a meeting is not enough to overcome the presumption if they are not

tal membership.

The purpose of the heavier presumption in some cases is once again to guarantee the

fulfillment of the goal of argument as procedure, i.e., to guarantee candid and critical

discussion. So central is this goal that the motions which override it, such as the call of

9
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the previous question, or limiting debate are faced with a disproportIonately large

presumption against them such that one third plus one of the membars pre ent and voting

can asscre continued scrutiny by voting them down.

Viewed in the inverse burden of proof also v ries. On most motions the advocates

have to persuade a en ple majority that they have pr v n the desirability of the proposed

action. For motions that propose five specific kinds of action22 the burden of proof is

much healder, requiring the persuasion of two-thirds of those present, or even a maJority

of the total members.

PEDAGOGY

Because the basic concepts of argume tation theory are reinforced bY the rules of

parliamentary procedure, a teaching strategy which combines these two discipline is

recommended.

The traditional debate paradigm suffers from a high degree of isolation from the

everyday life experIences of most students in argumentation classes. This isolation springs

from the fact that the elements of a formal debate paradigm are highly stylized, the

uaamiliar procedures are hard to learn, and the strategies which are derived from them

are generally not transferable to everyday situations. Probably the most significant

difference of the parliamentary paradigm lies in the provision of an amendment process

through which contending Positions can be bargained and compromised. This much more

closely resembles everYdaY life thm does the "win or lose the original position" dichotomy

of the debate paradigm.

Ironically, the parliamentary paradigm suffers to a lesser degree from isolation due to

its very concentration on procedure. All too frequently parliamentary procedure is taught,

and even practiced, from an entirely procedural view. When parliamentary procedure is

thus taught, without serious attention being paid to substance, the significance, rational
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for, and affects of the various procedures are often not fully unders ood. Additional

almost exclusive concentration on pr c dures tends to give undue importance to stratr..gic

manipulaton in the conduct of parliamentary deliberations. Integrating argumentation

concepts into parliamentary procedure concepts would ameliorate this incorrect, solely

procedural, view of parliamentary procedure.

When taught separately, both argmentation and parliamentary procedure tend to have

an unreal game-like quality, and even if a student takes both courses they may not see, or

be shown, the links and relationsWps between the two. The utility of the proposal offered

herein lies in its ability to combine both traditional argumentation concepts and

parliamentary procedure concepts. Such a strategy would expand both paradigms and help

break both out of their relative isolation. A pedagogical strategy based on combining the

strong points of the debate and parliamentary procedure paradigms has the potential of

being a gestalt -- greater than the sum of its parts.

The average student will never use what is learned in argumentation class about

order of speaking or time constraints in a legal or debate situation. However, students will

have many opportunities to apply their classroom training in boardrooms and business

meetings run under parliamentary procedure.

Several advantages would accrue as a result of the adoption of the proposed

paradigm. First, a course which combined both parliamentary procedure and argu ent might

be attractive to more students. Especially at smaller institutions where the number of

students electing e ther the argumentation class or the parliamentary procedure class is

frequently too small to warrant holding either class on its own, the combined class may

well hold. As a corollary, where there is difficulty in finding staff to teach either or both

as specialty courses, a combined class may help alleviate staffing problems. Second, where

student enrollment and staffing considerations allow for offering each class separately, a
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combined course would provide a useful preliminary course to prepare students much more

fully for the specialized courses. The third and overriding advantago of the combined

paradigm is found in its potential to help teach the interraction of proceduro and

product/process. When students begin to see more clearly how reason and procedure work

together to create strategy, they will be better able to see how the process we call

per uasion occurs and how to practice it ethically in parliamentary settings.

No serious disadvantages appear to exist if the combined paradigm is adopted. Such a

combined course may seem to involve a lot of material, (but in reality most argumentation

classes have to dedicate much of their time to teaching the procedural rules of academic

debate, and most parliamentary procedure classes devote considerable time to one kind of

topic or another.) As indicated in the preceding sections of this paper, the essence of

parliamentary procedure can be boiled down to only a few major concepts which dovetail

nicely with the major concepts in argu entation. With a careful integration of combined

paradigm concepts and the expertise of the individual instructor, the combined paradigm

can be covered effectively in a one semester class. In fact, as previouay noted, earlier

argumentation texts frequently contained units on parliamentary procedure and at least one

23relatively current text does so.

Mille the individual class str

COURSE OUTLINE

e must be determined by the instructor in charge, a

possible syllabus could be built around the following six components. 1) Research tools, an

examination of the practical aspects of finding the substantive stuff of which arguments

are built. Basic p_a_rlis_mentwy procedure. an introduction to such fundamental

parliamentary concepts as main motions, privileged motions, incidental motions, subsidiarY

motions, precedence, the floor, majority rule, minority rights, amendment, committees, and
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the roles of officers. 3) Argument concepts linked to parliamentary procedure concepts,

based largely on the second (and to a lesser extent the first) section of this paper and

emphas zing the ways in which argument theory and parliamentary procedure complement

each other. 4) Initial structuring of arguments, including the fimdamentals of case building

and analysis. 5 Refutation and rebuttal, concentrat. g not only on techn ques applicable in

academic debate, but also specifically including techniques which may be more readily

applied in parlia entary formats and in everyday life. 6) Strategies, based on concepts

developed in an article by the authors In The Southern S eech Communication Journal

stressing the way in which the constraints of procedural rules provide opportunities for

persuasive advantage.24

Basic class format for the combined class could be a series of parliamentary or

legislative (or Oord/Cambridge Union) debates in which the chair and secretary rotate.

Specific topics and standuds of critique could be v 'ed to correspond to the six primary

class components as ..7t:ined above.

The proposal offered here, while not the definitive solution, is intended to help

instructors teach in a real world way and to teach both argumentation and parliamentary

procedure more effectively.
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